
Can Your Technology Keep Up In This Rapidly Growing Industry?

Technology solutions include: 

Manufacturing
S2K Manufacturing Software offers a streamlined solution that will address your company’s 
most pressing challenges. From managing daily operations, to improving raw material ingredient 
tracking, to production costing, S2K Manufacturing software ensures your business will stay at 
the forefront of innovation.

Warehouse Management
S2K Warehouse application enhances performance by supplying companies with technology 
to improve overall warehouse efficiency and streamline services. This innovative software 
simplifies inventory processing through automation, ensuring tight control and lot tracking at 
all levels of warehouse management. We enable companies to cut costs while providing added 
value for customers with real-time enterprise integration.

Distribution
S2K Distribution Management Software has emerged as a leading cost-cutting measure for 
today’s most competitive businesses. Our Distribution Software provides powerful information 
systems to enrich customer service, reduce costs, and deliver a significant return on investment. 

Financial Management
S2K Financial Software gives you the tools needed to process your day-to-day financial 
transactions, and gives you the information you need to tighten control over payables and 
receivables, improve cash flow, and react to business cycles.

• ARCOS Reporting
• DEA 222 Controls
• DEA Suspicious Orders
• CSOS Interface
• Auto Shipments
• Item Substitutions
• Item Type Control
• Customer Item Control
• Institutional Item Control

• Hamacher Retail Pricing
 Interface
• Item Setup – Multiple
 Barcodes
• Rebates and Allowances
• RF & Voice Picking
• Tracking
• Brand/Generic Items
• Lot & Date Tracking

• Recall Reporting
• Material Issue Tracking
• Performance Dashboards
• Customizable Reports
 • Sales Force Automation
...and much more!

Enterprise Management Software  
(EMS) for the Pharmaceutical Industry
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Features Include:

The Challenge
Constant changes in the pharmaceutical 
industry are forcing companies to continue to 
find new modes of technology that will improve 
monitoring and collecting data for reporting to 
drug enforcement agencies, technologies to 
overcome IP and security issues, technologies to 
improve employee productivity, and technologies.

The S2K Pharma Solution
With the right technology, you can improve 
operational processes, create efficiencies 
throughout the organization, expand 
relationships with suppliers, and continually 
improve customer satisfaction. S2K Pharma  
is a complete out-of-the-box solution
for the Pharmaceutical Industry.



Brand/Generic Management 
S2K Pharma allows you to setup items that can be
automatically added to customer orders. This feature 
can be designed for Brand, Generics, or any program you 
wish to design. Special features include: 

• Auto Ship Program
• Extended AR Dating Terms
• Service Charges
• Item Substitutions
• Item Type Control
• Customer Item Control
• Institutional Item Control

CSOS Interface 
S2K Pharma interfaces with the DEA’s CSOS 
program to eliminate the need for paper 222 Forms. This 
includes electronically receiving orders from customers 
through the CSOS program, reporting C2 drugs back 
to the DEA and providing an automated print back 
confirmation to the customer.

ARCOS Reporting
S2K Pharma is fully integrated with ARCOS  
reporting (Automation of Reports
and Consolidated Orders System). S2K will
capture reportable transactions throughout
the various modules for transmission to
the DEA. Features include:

• ARCOS Transaction Report
• ARCOS Transaction Entry/Update
• Year End Inventory
• DEA 222 Controls
• DEA Suspicious Orders 

Hamacher Retail Price Interface
S2K Pharma interfaces with Hamacher
Research Group to provide your customers
with retail pricing for item shelf labels.

• Import / Export Data Requests
• Item Setup – Multiple Barcodes

Product Overview

S2K Pharma is a completely integrated ERP software solution that helps 
pharmaceutical companies ensure that Industry-specific regulations and 
institutional requirements are met, while helping companies lower cost and 
increase customer satisfaction.
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The latest release of S2K Software offers a 
windows client and a web client for an enhanced 
user experience. The S2K Web Client provides 
anywhere, anytime access from any device with 
a browser, and provide seamless integration with 
other web applications. Additionally, this interface 
enables social possibilities with integration to IBM’s 
Smart Cloud for Social Business platform. The IBM 
Smart Cloud Solution provides enterprise-grade 
file sharing, communities, mail, web meetings, and 
calendars for any organization.

By running business applications through a web 
browser, users can leverage S2K Enterprise Portal 
technology to create role-based access where 
screens, applications, and dashboards have been 
consolidated and customized for the specific role of 
the user. Through the use of single sign-on, the user 
can consolidate multiple applications including S2K 
CRM, S2K Analytics, S2K Enterprise and IBM Smart 
Cloud, all within one browser session. Additionally, 
users can configure their own workspace by 
accessing myriad S2K and collaborative portlets 
that can be arranged on their home screen for 
immediate access to essential information. 

The Next Generation in EMS Software

 
UCG Technologies 
7100 E. Pleasant Valley Road, Suite #250
Independence, OH 44131-5556
 
800.211.8798  •  info@ucgtechnologies.com ucgtechnologies.com

Founded in 1987, UCG Technologies is an IBM Advanced Business Partner. UCG’s products and solutions provide the power and 
unsurpassed value that companies need to address key industry requirements and deliver bottom-line results. Our long-term 
partnerships with technology leaders such as IBM, can help you develop a resilient technology infrastructure that provides a security-
rich, agile, available, and recoverable environment for your business. One that gives you the flexibility to adjust to changing pressures, 
demands, and expectations. All supported by a comprehensive set of services, reflecting years of industry knowledge and experience. 
At UCG, we bring together the best of IBM—and our strategic partner, VAI—to effect change and optimize business performance, 
ultimately delivering an exceptional customer service experience.

Open new markets and enhance your organization’s growth. 
Call UCG today at 800.211.8798, email info@ucgtechnologies.com, or  
visit us at ucgtechnologies.com to learn more about EMS for Pharma.


